The Tech

Skaters Beat UNH, 3-2, On Sullivan's Late Goal

The Engineer hockey team, after a rocky start on its sixteen game schedule, beat a scrappy University of New Hampshire team by a score of 3-2 in its second consecutive victory. Playing on their home court, the Tech had a better win than expected.

Both teams began the first period with much enthusiasm, but neither could score because of good defensive play and goal tending. The game was scoreless until the final buzzer. The Beavers scored first at 19:22 of the second period only to lose the lead in the second period on two New Hampshire goals. The Engineers tied the score at 2-2 at 18:26 of the second period and fought with the winning marker come midway through the overtime period.

Tech dominated the puck and opened the scoring at 19:22 on a shot by Walt Bachman '56 assisted by Gai Schwartz. A pass from Fred Catich '56. The Wildcats' Rube Ball tied the score at 8:13 of the second period assisted by John Sullivan. Stiles slipped the corner of the nets at 17:22 to give the visitors a short-lived 2-1 lead. At 18:30 Sullivan patterned '27 took a pass from Bev Goodison '57 and rocketed an angle shot by the UNH goalie. With less than two minutes remaining in the period, the score occurred and a major penalty was given to UNH goalie. Sullivan Notches Clasher

After several futile attempts by both teams to score early in the last period, Sullivan patterned the puck around the perimeter of the circle, scored. The goal came at 12:14 and gave the Beavers a slim 2-1 lead which they never relinquished. Sandy Aitken '56 known the Wildcats during the last period as he leaped on the puck in front of the UNH net. The Wildcat in desperation shot out of guiltie. and operated with four liners when they maintained a penalty at 19:14.

Defensive Outsmarting Beaver Defenamen Nick Dillon '56

And Captain Harold Wells '56 did a fine job of directing the defense of his team. John Sullivan again proved too much for the offense-defenses. He carried the puck rapidly through the defense lines in an effort to score the decisive marker of the game. The Beavers travel to western Massachusetts tomorrow to meet Amherst at 2:00 p.m. On Sunday afternoon the game will be played on Tech rink in their annual contest.

Squashmen Bow To Amherst, 7-2 On Tech Courts

Playing on their home courts on Tuesday, MIT's varsity squash team received a 7-2 beating at the hands of a well-balanced Amherst squad. Tech's only winners were sophomores Horace Cohen and Tom Thomas playing numbers two and six respectively. Both victories were in straight game matches. In the other matches, Rene Mendeles '57 lost 7-2, Walt Stahl, '56, Gerdie Bruggemann, '55, and Bob Millard, '55, lost four games, and Ruc Moncrieff, '55, Ken Steig, '56, and Al Hahn, '56, lost in straight games.

The scores follow:


FOR SALE

Healthbilt Amplifier, Model ATH, $18.00.
R. Kahan, UN 4-2087

TALKING INSTRUCTOR

Is head Junior Program at Yacht Club in Eastern Massachusetts. Graduate Student at Tech.
C. Frederick H. Lovejoy -- Riverside 6-1700.

Where Skiers Dream Come True!

Stowe's Popular Ski Dorm

Delightfully Casual There's nothing finer than the companionship of Stowe's most popular and popular lodge. Lodge style ... $5 daily, $32 weekly, with meals. Vail clipping of the ski slopes sparks big downhill skiing. Comfortable lounge, game room. Pool facilities. Fine food, good beds. Write for folder or telephone Stowe, Vermont 6-2222.